USER INSTRUCTIONS
MEDICI SYSTEMWARE
H79969
H80017
H70097
H70115
F23914

Medeci System Plate - Ivory
Medeci System Plate - Red
Medeci System Cup - Blue
Medeci System Cup - Ivory
Medeci Anti-spill Top

H80005
H69800
H70103
F23938

General Safety Warning
Please make sure that you read and follow these
instructions carefully. Keep these instructions in a safe
place for future reference.
1.
INTENDED USE
Medeci Systemware oﬀers flexible solutions to a wide
range of eating and drinking situations. Made from
lightweight, high impact polymers, the bright contrasting
colours make the range especially suitable for the visually
impaired. The deep inner wall of the plate aids people who
need to scoop up their food with one hand. The Medeci
cup features two detachable, easy to hold, handles and
a range of tops to reduce the risk of spillage and help
people who have diﬃculty with conventional cups.

Medeci System Plate - Blue
Medeci System Cup - Yellow
Medeci System Cup - Red
Medeci Spout Top

The plate has a raised outer lip, one handed eaters will
find this particularly useful as it can be used to maintain
the food steady while loading it onto a fork or a spoon,
when used in conjunction with a non-slip table mat
(F17639, F17665 or L35324).
Medeci System Cup
Medeci cups are a lightweight, high strength cup designed
to oﬀer considerable choice. People who find drinking
from normal tableware diﬃcult will find the Medeci cup
easier to use. The Medeci systemware cup range also
oﬀers the choice of two tops:
1. Anti-spill top (F23938)
2. Angled spout top (F23914).
3.1

Medeci System Cup

Each Medeci cup comes with two handles packed
separately. They can be fitted into the grooves around
the outside of the cup. The position of the two handles
is a matter of choice for the user. One or both of the
handles can be used; if both handles are used they can
be positioned in diﬀerent ways to conform to the abilities
of the user’s hands (see system cup handling options
below).

2.
UNPACKING
Remove the packaging and check all parts carefully.
Contact your supplier immediately if parts are missing or
damaged and do not try and assemble.
3.
IN USE
Medeci Plate
Medeci plates are designed to combine light weight and
high strength and are appropriate for people who have
diﬃculty eating from normal tableware.
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Two Handle fist grip

Two Handle open grip

Wide grip for one hand

To remove

3.2

Handle Removal

•

The handles can be removed from the groove by inverting
the cup and tapping the handle sharply on a hard surface
such as the edge of a table or work unit.
3.3

Medeci Cup Tops

1.

Spout Top (F23938)

*It is advised if cleaned in a dishwasher, they be placed
on the top shelf and away from the heating element, and
a lower temperature cycle selected.
Important:

The spout top has an angled spout for people who find it
diﬃcult to cope with conventional cups or cups with anti
spillage tops. The spout is angled at 45 degrees to the
horizontal when the cup is partly tipped. At this angle the
spout may be used to depress the tongue to assist in
control during drinking.
2.
Anti Spill Top (F23914)
The anti spill top is designed primarily for people with
tremor or poor hand control. It has four holes drilled in
the top, three in one side and one on the opposite side,
the user may choose whether to drink through the side
with three holes or the side with one hole according to
the flow rate desired. The primary purpose of the anti spill
top is to contain the drink within the cup. This is a benefit
for people who suﬀer from a tremor or have limited hand
control, and hence are at risk of spilling or splashing the
contents of the cup.
Red cup fitted with
F23938 - Spout Top

Although Medici Systemware is extremely tough it
is not scratch resistant and can, in normal use, be
scratched relatively easily by the use of sharp cutlery.

• DO NOT Use in a conventional oven/grill
• DO NOT Use in a microwave oven/grill
• DO NOT Use abrasive cleaning or drying products.
5.
PRODUCT DISPOSAL
This product must be thoroughly cleaned/sterilised prior
to disposal.
This product is manufactured from plastic and can be
disposed of through Local Authority Household Waste
and Recycling Centres or through Local Trade Waste
Collectors.
6.
PRODUCT GUARANTEE
NRS Healthcare guarantee this product for a period of
12 months, from the date of purchase, against faulty
materials and workmanship.
This guarantee does not cover; abuse, misuse,
interference or tampering with any part of the product.
Any guarantee issued by NRS Healthcare does not
aﬀect your statutory rights.

Yellow cup fitted with
F23914 - Anti Spill Top

4.
CARE & MAINTENANCE
• Wash using normal domestic procedures
• Dishwasher safe*
• Care should be taken to ensure that surface
temperatures of hot cabinets/plate warmers are below
1000C

NRS HEALTHCARE Sherwood House, Cartwright Way, Forest Business Park
Bardon Hill, Coalville, Leicestershire, LE67 1UB, UK.

Tel: Customer Services: 0345 121 8111

Email: customerservice@nrshealthcare.co.uk

NRS Healthcare is a leading supplier of community equipment and daily living aids.
Please visit one of our websites to view our full range of products:
www.healthcarepro.co.uk or www.completecareshop.co.uk
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